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The Big Picture: “Small” is the New “Big”
(as Startups Co-Evolve with Platforms and Ecosystems)

“Suite” “Platform”

“Multi-Platform” “Bus”

“There is a new breed of “big” on whom the coming age of “small” is built: the 
platform players on whose platforms smaller businesses blossom.” — Nicco Mele
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TechLink
(Financial Capital, “5W”)

TechLoop
(Human Capital, “1H”)

“Keiretsu” Opportunity: Linking tech
design talent in Silicon Valley to a strong 
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��� ecosystem for startups to flourish.

“Scaling Platform” Opportunity: “The 
competitive advantages of scale are being 
commoditized. Minimum efficient scale is 
getting smaller and smaller.”

Thesis: “Practical knowledge about scaling 
in the ��� space is a core competence 
that extends beyond the boundary of any 
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has become an externality that can only 
be captured at the Keiretsu level.”

Thesis: “The ability to help portfolio 
companies consistently get to “Minimum 
Efficient Scale (MES)” speedily and cost-
effectively using a “startup studio” model 
can boost the financial performance of 
venture capital funds in the ��� space.”

Positioning��$��$full-stack” venture capital 
fund for ��� startups who can deliver 
consistent returns for investors across 
its portfolio of companies and products.”

Positioning: “TechLoop aims to be the 
best of this new breed of “big but lean” 
startup studios on whom the coming age 
of “small” ��� startups is built.”

Our “A2B” Growth Strategy: Capital Round “A” +
Studio Rounds “1����$2” + Capital Round “B”

A Funded

1 MVP:
(a) Pilot, or 
(b) Kick-Start

2 MES:
(a) Scale-Up Manufacturing, or 
(b) Scale-Out Operations

Ready for 
Round “B”B
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��$TechLoop” Model:
“TechLoop” Features
(Benefitting Investors):

While SolvingThese Problems
(for Startup Founders):

1. Capital Efficiency + Execution Speed: 
TechLoop provides hands-on 
operational guidance on projects 
ensuring that funds are used efficiently 
while speeding up technical execution.

Jason Fried: “One of the problems with 
raising money is it teaches you bad habits 
from the start. If you’re an entrepreneur 
and you have a bunch of money in the 
bank, you get good at spending money.”

2. Guild-Level “Secret Sharing”: TechLoop 
is organized as a “Guild” drawing select
experts from the Hardware Club 
community into its proprietary project 
workflow, all sharing a common tool 
chain mixing in specially curated code 
base from the open source world.

John Cheong: “The founding team should 
really focus on proving “product-market
fit” and evolving its product roadmap, 
while TechLoop plays a supporting role in 
tailoring a custom workflow from design to 
manufacturing operations using the right 
mix of automation, software and talent.”

3. Lower “Barrier to Exit”: TechLoop 
handles technical due diligence matters 
on behalf of its portfolio companies by 
acting as single point of contact for 
potential acquirers & strategic investors.

John Cheong: “Technical deep-dives are 
exhaustive and distracting. But delays 
could be deadly. A common language is
needed to ensure full understanding of IP, 
while keeping trade secrets protected.”
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Workflows that Scales Nicely as the Number of Projects Multiply.
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Studio “1” (6~9 mo. MVP)P)) Studio “2” (6~9 mo. MES)A B
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and TechLoop Studio (circa Post-A �����-B)

TechLoop

(10%~20%)
TechLink

(15%~30%)

TechLink
Ventures

(15% ~ 30%)

Founders + Core Team
+ Seed Investors

(50% ~ 75%)
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(2 @ TechLink Ventures + 2 @ TechLoop Studio):

TH

Venture
Team

JL KH

Tech
Team

JC

TechLoop
(Studio)

TechLink
(Fund)

Fund Profit-Share Arrangement:
3-way split of 20% carry interest.

Studio Profit-Share Arrangement:
3-way split of 10% to 20% sweat equity

(as common stocks for Studio Rounds 1 and 2).

Partners Profile: 100 Years of Combined
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TechLoop

TechLink

Tony Huang

Joseph Liu

Kai Huang

John Cheong
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Your Returns Distribution Curve Shifts to the Right.
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Money Multiple0 10x

“Improved Chances of 
Hitting Home Runs”

(Studio Track)

“Many Positive Returns”
(Studio Track)

“Many Losses”
(Non-Studio Track)
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number of portfolio startups failing between “A” and “B” rounds.

“Improved
Hitting H

(Studio(

Our Value Proposition (to Founders):
We Take You from “A” to “B” (and help syndicate “B”)
in exchange for 10%~20% of equity in common stock.

How? Startups receive hands-on operational support in getting to 
Minimum Efficient Scale (MES) between round “A” and round “B”.
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A Funded

Ready for 
Round “B”B

One Small Step Closer to Realizing Our Big Hairy 
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Feedback and comments to: john@cheong.net.
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TechLink

TechLoop


